

















Leah, the Forsaken（1862, 以下 Leah と略記）を中心に取り上げた研究はあまり
な い。Leah は ブ ル ー ム の 亡 父 ル ド ル フ・ ヴ ィ ラ ー グ（Rudolf Virag の ち
















Poor papa! How he used  to  talk  about Kate Bateman  in  that!  .  .  . By 


























































































Leah,  Mrs  Bandmann  Palmer.  Trenchant  exponent  of  Shakespeare. 
Unfortunately threw away the programme.”（U 15. 497-99） と述べ，ブリーン












































































































.  .  . There  is a young student comes here some evenings named Bannon 
his cousins or something are big swells and he sing s Boylan’s  (I was on 





















school only hed do a  thing  like  that all  the same on account of me and 
Boylan  thats why  he  did  it  Im  certain  the way  he  plots  and  plans 
everything . . . (U 18. 1003-09) 



















































“Leopold Bloom  (aged  6)  had  accompanied  these  narrations  by  constant 
consultation of a geographical map of Europe (political) and by suggestions for 

























of  portraits  in Europe  in  the  19th  century,  this  paper defines plays  and 
photographs as visual art. 
　　 In Ulysses  (1922), Milly,  the daughter of Bloom, works  in a photo shop. 
Visual  art  such as plays and photographs  serves as  a  clue  to  explore  the 
inheritance of the genetic trait  from Bloom to Milly. Bloom’s deceased father, 








of  them emphasize  the  succession between  father and son: Rudolf  in Leah 
marries a Christian woman according to his father’s will  in order to maintain 
Christian  bloodline,  and Bloom often  remembers Rudolf  in  relation with 










atelier  in Hungary and “heredity  taste” regarding photographs are  often 
emphasized. Milly  inheriting Rudolf ’s genetic  trait appears as a “Photo girl.” 
Also,  the setting that Milly works at  the photo shop  in Mullingar shows the 
※サブタイトルがある時はサブタイトルも柱に入れてください。
20





out  that Bloom wanted Milly  to  learn  photographs  to  succeed Rudolf’s 
occupation which seems to be relevant to photographs. From Bloom’s side, the 
inheritance  of  the  genetic  trait  through  the  photographs  based  on  the 
“heredity taste” mentioned above is suggested. Rudolf’s suicide seems to be a 
planned one to inherit insurance money to Bloom, and it can be said that the 
motif of  inheritance between parents and children  is also shown  in Rudolf’s 
mysterious suicide.
　　 Here I would like to mention the common episode of Rudolf in Leah and 
Rudolf  in Ulysses, “an audience with  emperor.” Young Bloom heard  that 
Rudolf’s grandfather had an audience with the emperor, and Bloom suggests 
to establish a branch  in each European city  for business development. This 






of Ulysses can be  traced,  that  is,  the  inheritance  in modern Europe and the 
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